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Editor’s Note 

An examination of patterns, structures, systems — both natural and 
devised — that compose this existence.  

A rejection of categorization and genre as a product of these 
stagnant institutions. Genre is but the casket Art has been buried in, 
filed away among the canon and catalog.  

Liberation through Art. 

    — The Vital Sparks 
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Sam Kaspar 

 Oak Wrap May Pull (a villanelle) 

Maple forest, where Oaks wrap silent round 
Containing fever flames that will sear up 
May pull magnetic, Oh crap: secret’s found 

Big packsack, as you’re hiking, it abounds 
Sticky situation, trapped in syrup 
Maple forest, where Oaks wrap silent round 

She’s elusive, or in your mind her sound’s 
a siren needing chase from you veer up 
May pull magnetic, Oh crap: secret’s found 

Unsucked sap falls unprocessed sugar mounds 
As if edible far-down or near-up 
Maple forest, where Oaks wrap silent round 

Advertising, there was no muse to hound 
Your chase was just imagined, you tear up 
May pull magnetic, Oh crap: secret’s found 

Industrial oak cabinets stacked around 
Enchantment of natural product, business of syrup  
Maple forest, where Oaks wrap silent round 
May pull magnetic, Oh crap: secret’s found
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Cole McInerney 

 Scaring the Workers at Sonic Boom 

Accelerating from Beverley  
to Phoebe as though 
the only oxygen in the city 
sat suspended  
on Spadina. 

The interior parts of my chest 
jumping and falling 
as the disillusion  
of each new December 
settles on the elementary yard. 

Progressing past retail workers  
staying late that day  
a group of communal bikes 
and snow stacks  
all uncertain of the distress. 

Rushing through the entrance 
and ignoring the pleasantries 
retreating down the stairs 
in a blur of terminal light 
and statued bodies. 

Collapsing suddenly  
on the vacant revival chair 
positioned near the CDs 
where Future Islands 
becomes George Harrison. 

Opening my eyes 
dreaming of a hospital bed 
while the record store 
turns off the speakers 
and prepares to close. 
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Calling my father  
to talk frantically  
about ending the relationship 
and extending the lease 
remembering to breathe. 
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Vincente Blanco    Todo lo que fue tocado    color pencils and watercolor on canvas  185cm x 20cm   2021 
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Naia Corbanese 

 deconstruction. 

prologue. 

you are stabbing me to death and i am letting you. 

you are kneeling over my body and digging a knife into my chest, my stomach, slipping it 
between the bones of my shoulders and then counting each rib with the stickstickstick of your 
knife, wet with my blood and organs. 

you are not in your body, because you could never be so close to me. not like this— your weight 
on my hips, your hands on my chest. our breaths. sweat and skin. 

you are not in your body, but i am in mine. 

you stab the knife over and over and your ghost watches. the street smells like weed and 
day-old garbage, putrid in heat, and it feels dirty to breathe. your ghost watches because i terrify 
you enough that you will resort to this. 

the person above me is made of flesh and blood but they are not you, and instead i see your 
ghost mirror their motions— arms that are see-through and wobbly like jello, swinging up and 
down. your eyes are like train headlights, closer, closer, furious and unmoving. i laugh. 

i laugh, and it tastes like blood. i am a cat hacking up a hairball. my smile is wet. i don’t have 
lungs to laugh but you must hear it anyway because your ghost-hands shake in the air like a 
mirage. 

i find some sick pleasure in it, maybe, that you cannot touch me, that you cannot grab my 
entrails with your own hands. that i am powerful enough to scare you. 

 you were always going to murder me, and we were always going to be this way: 

 i am on a dirty sidewalk. i am sickly yellow in the streetlights. i am on the floor with my 
 feet planted to the ground and there is shit in my hair and my back is cold against the 
 concrete. i am being murdered and i make no sound. 

 we were always going to be this way, and we will always be this way. 

 me on the ground, you with your knife. 
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you straddle me and you drive the knife into me like it will fix something. like if you push hard 
enough it will break through the other side of my body and open a hole in the pavement for me 
to disappear into. 

but you will not rid yourself of me that easily. i will not give you the satisfaction. no, you will 
have 
to stand and watch what you’ve done, my blood on your hands, on your knife, on your ghost. 

my smile is red, my lips stretched wide and my teeth in a sharp line. 

i am animal. you are prey. 

you pull the knife from my body. you pull your weight from my body too, and i watch the ghost 
sink back into your bones. 

i lie torn apart on the sidewalk. your feet crunch the gravel. the knife is still in your hands. 

i am alone on this city street, and when i look up and die all i see are two eyes that are not there 
staring back at me. 

coward. 

deconstruction. 
1. 
you are the first person i bare my stomach to. 

 we’re reading haruki murakami. i only read his books because you do. 

 i am thirteen, and i want to be in love with you as much as i know i am not in love with 
 you. it’s noon, or it’s 3pm, or we’re going to eat dinner soon. we’re not supposed to be 
 inside. 

 it’s sunny, and i try not to look at you because if i do i will give myself away with how 
long 
 i look. 

i am so lonely. it feels like my stomach has been carved out. 

my stomach has been carved out and now i am looking at it, i am trying to scoop it up and put it 
back in myself, but my hands are tied behind my back and all i can do is look and hope 
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someone comes along and puts it back in for me. 

it’s pink, and ugly, dripping in bile and organ-wetness. 

you are kind enough to poke at it, to stop and stare and maybe touch the ropes around my 
wrists. but you are not kind enough, you are not kind enough and it’s not even your fault, 
because we are too young to know what to do with stomachs yet. 

we are not quite people, we are still half-formed, we are all standing in a circle with our wrists 
tied and our stomachs in a pile. 

 you are the first person i bare my stomach to. 

i give you this embryo of myself— i tell you i think i like girls and then, quieter, i think i like 
you. 
you say aw, thank you and we never talk about it again. 

 the first. 

i am so lonely but i am also not a person so when you hold my hand i am giving you something 
that doesn’t exist yet. a part of myself that is still barred off with yellow tape and traffic cones. 

 we’re reading haruki murakami. everybody else is outside. 

 you fall asleep on my pillow and i steal glances between the sentences i read, even 
 when i could look for a long time. just in case you catch me. in case this is all one big 
 theatre, and you are waiting for the time i am not careful enough. 

 you fall asleep on my pillow and i read my book instead of looking at you, but i don’t 
 know what the book is about because i was too busy not looking at you. 

you are taking parts of me and putting them somewhere that also doesn’t exist yet. we didn’t 
exist but you took and i gave and now here we are, thirteen— we are thirteen, and i know 
someday i will blame you for this, and i know i am not in love with you. 

i know, too, that i am doing this to myself. 

i am choosing to walk right into traffic, and then i will somehow still be surprised when a car 
crashes into me 

and my body is split in half. 

2. 
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i haven’t seen you in a year, and you terrify me. 

i am seventeen. i am leaning on the desk and making jokes i don’t care about, waiting for the 
moment you walk in. there is a pot boiling over in my stomach. 

you terrify me. 

somehow, i am convinced if you look at me, and if i look at you, i will give myself over. like 
giving 
is in the eyes, somehow. that when you walk in and look at me, at my clothes and my hair and 
the way i hold myself, you will be taking something away from me. 

here’s the thing: i grieved you already. 

i killed you, or you killed me— we killed each other, and i left flowers on your grave, and now 
here i am waiting for you to come back to life. 

your voice sounds the same. 
it’s the first thing i hear, and it sounds the same. of course it does. i don’t look at you for a long 
time. 

i have a conversation about nothing and i pretend that my bones aren’t folding in half inside my 
body. i don’t look at you for a long time, because for some reason eyes have begun to mean 
power and i don’t want to give you any. 

i am a person. i am better than you now. i hate you now. 

i am not lonely, but you walk into the classroom and suddenly it feels like the skin is being 
peeled off of me, like my clothes are sticking to pink muscle and my ribcage has been swung 
open click-click for everyone to see. 

when i swallow there is not enough saliva. 

3. 
if i could rip your throat out it would be easier, maybe. 

if i could stomp you into the ground until all i saw was your ribs and the tips of your toes, maybe 
i would have less to think about. 

maybe i’d move on that way. with you in the ground instead of over my shoulder, with you 
buried 
in the dirt near my house instead of sticking to my skin like i’m honey and you’re a fly. or you’re 
honey and i’m a fly. whichever one. i never know, with us. 
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we were never going to grow old together. 

when i am eighteen and have my posters up in canada and you’re nineteen and getting high in 
DC, will we still think about each other? am i going to die with your name still emblazoned on 
the bones of my hand, because you held it once and for two years that’s all it was good for? 

i let you write in my book and ask me for pens even when i hated you because at the end of the 
day if you showed up crying in the rain i would let the movie theater watch the happy ending 
they paid for. 

we were never going to grow old together but i liked you so much i saw my parents and told 
myself we would be different. 

i want to rip my heart out, probably. wouldn’t it be easier that way? i think you might have 
ripped 
yours out and then given it to me when you told me we should stand together at graduation. i 
didn’t look at you. you pretended not to notice the blood on the floor and i didn’t look at you. the 
day was wrong and my words were wrong and my laugh was so empty i think you must have 
known. 

i am not yours anymore. i am not yours anymore but i gave you who i was two years ago and 
you still have them. 

how much of myself have i left behind? have i left a hand in your room, bleeding a stain into 
your carpet, or a thigh severed and stuffed away in the space behind your wardrobe— my 
bones with your name on them, do you look at them sometimes? are they on your desk, or are 
they in a box under your bed, left to grow mold and dust and rot? 

you are so little and yet i think about you too much. you’re the past and yet here i am even 
today, picking at your carcass and thinking to nobody about what could have been. 

if i think about my hands now they are not yours. if i think about my heart and my stomach and 
my ribs and my hair, they are not yours either. 

no parts of me are yours. and so i think, terrifyingly, all of me is. 

it’s not one part of me you’ve left your fingerprints on, it’s all of me. 

one big handprint, splayed across my entire body. ugly and greasy and it fucks up my hair and 
now it’s there forever. 

when i move you move with me. when i touch my face and my phone and my food you touch it 
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too. i blocked you on instagram but it was pointless because you are plastered across my skin 
and i can push buttons all i want but you will be pushing them with me. 

 i want you out out out and i stomp you into the ground but you’re a very persistent ghost, 
 aren’t you? 

 i’m leaving the country, i’ll never see you again. i still talk to my therapist about you. 

 aren’t you? 

your hair is different, now. you’ve become someone i don’t know and yet there is us, extending 
behind me like a fucking taunt, like here is your dinner and your hands will be shackled to your 
chair. 

you’re in the dirt behind my house. i see your bones poking up from my window. the grass is 
green. it’s raining. 

if i step out onto the roof and stomp your ribs back into the ground, if i dig you up and throw you 
over the fence and sob and run into the road, will your handprint unstick itself from my skin? if i 
find a sewer and put your bones in a bag and throw you into shit and piss, if i kick the dirt back 
into place and pretend you were never there, will your ghost stop hovering behind me? 

you’ve given me books to write and i don’t want to write them but i’m writing them anyway. 
there 
is no ending because we haven’t ended yet. 

i am going to keep vomiting words until all of you is out of me, 

and then i’ll throw my computer into the ocean and visit DC.
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Elizabeth Chisholm  Proximity to Her Warmth and Depth    acrylic on polystyrene 115cm x 90cm  2020 
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Anthony Santulli 

 super blue blood moon 

it was some self you caught 
boxed in Appalachian Groves 
and always shivering along 
a dead fox’s rattle 

 holy, she applies anointing 
 oil to the ozone hole. spill it: 
     you could be forgiven 
    for letting go the drowned 
    and uprooted bones 
  the stubby bills of bunting (Chestnut, Tibetan, 
 Cinnamon-breasted, Pine) a long way from Celan 
              in the Seine 

how Hilda counted stars 
  (in the cosmic network of rails) 
less likely to be counted on 
 once the blood is yours to mop 

*** 

 rubbed to a pulp of clarity, as in abstraction reduces 
the need for solid walls, prioritizing horoscopes 
 over shoplifted sweaters  —what did I do 

             to stamp out all ornament 
   and counterpoint;      the missile counts 
  on Greek calligraphy            to call a shell its son 

protracted, and slowly disrupting 
 the cool circuit of fantasy 
    so, too, this desire departs 

   in the name of someone else’s savior 
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              —black moon jetty 
              and a somnambulant sea 

  this line, to separate cliff from sky: 
  you don’t want to go there just yet
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Faith Earl 

 Grandmother’s Zuihitsu          
   

Bodies are, after all, merely forms of energy, trapped in lumps of matter waiting to be released 
into the wider universe. 

One day you wake with a pain in your side. It is probably nothing-- it’s always nothing. 

You tell me: I am doing chemo because I want to see you get married. 

I have your teacups-- the white ones, gold-rimmed, lilac flowers painted on. One blue butterfly. 

In vertebrates, five stages of decomposition are typically recognized: fresh, bloat, active decay, 
advanced decay, dry/skeletonized. 

You tell me: I have three rings-- my wedding band, engagement ring, this cocktail ring. I want 
you and your sisters to each have one. 

They will decide on inhumation. I will disagree. 

I am not sure what they did with your dolls, that shimmering pink army in the corner of your 
room. All those blinking eyes and buck-toothed smiles. 

inhumation: The act of burying vessels in warm earth in order to expose their contents to a 
steady moderate heat; the state of being thus exposed. 

Why gather in a grey church in black clothes and cry for a woman that made me sing and laugh 
and laugh and laugh? 

Skin turns to purple-green marble. Eyelids, neck, jaw, joints fix into place like cement. 

I will think you would have wanted to be scattered in the ocean, rippling on a gold wine wave, 
drinking in the cognac sun. 

Torso and limbs balloon. The room will stink with cadaverine. 
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Your skin slips, hangs from you like a sheet, blisters. 

I pawned your jewelry when I couldn’t pay the rent: gold bangles and emerald earrings. Your 
seashell bracelet. 

The mortician will seal your slate eyes with glue. 

Lemonheads remind me of you-- yellow wrappers always in your purse, sweet citrus always on 
your breath. 

They will wire your jaw, sew it shut like a rag doll’s, fashion your lips into a smile. 

We will bury you in your wig that is not blond, and this will bother me for a long time. 

Your repast will be at a diner you’d hate: sticky grey floors, collapsing red booths, ice cubes that 
smell like sulphur. 

Who would tell your first kiss? The waitress at your favorite burger joint and the pharmacist who 
filled your medications? Your high school boyfriend? 

Ten years after your death I will find a card from you that I never opened. 

I wish I had the recipe for your blueberry scones, your lasagna, your mac and cheese crusted in 
breadcrumbs. 

At your funeral someone told me she gave the best hugs; you hug just like her. I didn’t know 
what void this was meant to fill. 

The card says: you are a treasure-- the word ‘you’ identical to my own handwriting. The curve of 
the y, the loop of the o, tail of the u. But only this one word. 

By 50 years in, your tissues will have liquefied and disappeared, leaving behind mummified skin 
and tendons. Eventually these too will disintegrate, and after 80 years in that coffin, your bones 
will crack as the soft collagen inside them deteriorates, leaving nothing but the brittle mineral 
frame behind.
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Danielle Norris             Suzie Lightening             oil on panel            16in X 20in             2020 
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Josh Feit 

 The Need for Renunciation  

1) The only thing we know about New Lots Avenue is that it’s west of here.                                      
2) All the more reason to go 3) to orchards. 4) Where fireflies compete with chords.   
5) Still, there’s a need to renounce it. 6) To arrive in cloth 7) or never go back at all.          
8) Please be skeptical  9) of this need. 10) New Lots is not a parable, 11) it is a place.
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Anna Maria Morris 

 to my inner child

baby girl. frizzy hair & pigtails/ long sleeved shirt & tights in the midst of texas summer/ squinty 
eyes & a heart full of hope/ red cowboy boots for no reason other than it’s tuesday & them is yo 
favorite shoes/ itchy skin can’t stop you, cuz you got a little bit of save the world in you. you the 
typa kid who wear a red bandana on monday & a 90’s choker on friday cuz you aint gotta clue 
what typa fit works for you, but ya know there’s something special boutcha. looking for the why 
in every human you meet. digging for the rationalization of their behavior. praying God will just 
take you inyour sleep. 

baby girl, so afraid. don’t even realize how much power you hold. fuzzy arms, hairy legs, you get 
so tan the gas station clerk speakin to you in Arabic. big eyed brown girl who aint yet realized 
she Black too. colorism run so deep in this society, you wonder why they call you yellow and red 
when you Black first. 

baby girl, them kids at school wanna throw shade but you can't never keep the sun down for 
long. you shine brighter than the box they wanted you to fit in cause, ye aint know? it’s hard to 
contain light. she slips through the smallest crack. especially when she was never meant to be 
shoved in a box to begin with. know that you can feel everything. stay up late at night watching 
infomercials about the kids you can’t save cept you’re a kid ya damn self. 

baby girl. day she was born they say “damn she look like Mama Johnson” ‘cept you aint even 
learned “when you see a negro today who’s named Johnson, if you go back in his history you will 
find that his grandfather, or one of his forefathers, was owned by a white man who was named 
Johnson.”* Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome be a mosquito at the cookout. infect a generation. 
convince them it wasn’t as bad as memory serves while our ancestors are still guiding us towards 
healing. 

baby girl, listen to your father when he says “you don’t have to be everybody’s friend!” he has 
lived his entire life a Black man in America. he speaks from experience when he says everybody 
don’t have to like you. listen to your teacher when she says “it’s not my business what other 
people think of me.”** she invited you to this space to create. hold your head high, you have so 
much to be proud of. every breath you take is an act of resilience. 

baby girl, little Cancer moon. you care for those who don’t care for themselves but who cares for 
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you?  you too young to be hiding. it don’t matter how much you push it down, you’ll inevitably 
have to take out the trash if you wanna get rid of the roaches. but you don’t have to talk to 
yourself rough like they did. 

baby girl. the people who didn’t want to see you win do not have to be proven wrong. their 
voices don’t deserve to be mimicked or repeated as motivation. 

baby girl, talk nice if you wanna learn. a student of life needs to practice patience & grace. it’s 
not enough to just want it. you have to lotion up. don’t scratch. be gentle with the parts you 
rubbed raw. cut your nails. wear socks on ya hands at night if you have to. don’t pick at the 
scabs. Breathe. baby girl, frizzy hair & pigtails/ long sleeved shirt & tights in the midst of texas 
summer/squinty eyes & a heart full of hope, you don’t have to carry the weight of the world. 
*Malcom X 
**Ebony Stewart
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      Amy Beager             O Happy Dagger             acrylic and oil on canvas           2021
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Mahek Mehta 

I was born like a Greek god,

Neither man nor woman, 
Stretching lazily, 
Into the golden flow of the sunlight. 
Until he found me one day, 
Bathing in my pool of content, 
Dragging me by the hair, 
Pulling as I continued to pray, 
To every  
Jesus, Allah, Buddha, 
Or anyone who could hear. 
This was was my second birth, 
Kicking, snarling and unaware. 
I blame the rose tinted glasses 
Distorting my inhibitions, 
Sitting tense and frozen, 
Instead of taking precautions, 
I listened to the sound of my spirit being eroded, 
And it sounds like a love song: 
Dream softly he said, 
Not too loud, 
Even softer, 
Until I could not hear myself. 
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H.R. Harper  

 A Crack at Dawn 

Je songe à une Guerre de droit ou de force, de logique bien imprévue. -Rimbaud 

      1 

Perhaps it is the Warrior’s Dilemma or an addiction 
to the lack of patterns. The lost lodestar of what’s created. 

Let’s listen to reveille at soleil rouge, 
and the beats of the warning drum on an accidental sky. 
The rhythm counts cold hands   
and marks time for the heart thumping under tow. 

Let’s say what’s hungry calls it off with a list of long distances. 
Let’s march on the fields watered with blood. 

Because there is a war.  The signs drip with broken hot water. 
The criminal is exalted.  The power of submerging. 
The fragmentary reticence and the French circumlocution. 
Surely you noticed. 

Soap, the reign of the signified.  The journey out of luck, 
marching from the shoreline.  The gulls circle a pillar of cloud, 
a manifesto glows for maneuvers at night.  We rush to bury  
the sand.  The swords and spoons measure both fixity and flux. 

Surely you noticed. 
I’ve moved away from the detritus. 
I broke out the coffee pot, dug through another layer of day, 
and so marked another threshold in 
another series of series. 

A battle of moments strung in simple rhythm. 
Your bloodsport denial digs in. 
My confession crawls forward with white flags. 
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Maybe the hero is id’s saboteur, hunched, waiting. 
A game of spies and moles.  Praising  
you who are left to maintain the supply lines. 

      2 

What if there were a limit to second chances? 
Obviously there are more than two. 

Last night I dreamt of an old woman, akin to the witch  
in Hansel and Gretel, reaching in the pocket of skin 
for reparations. 

I had asked for guidance from my higher self in the dream state 
as I had gone to bed.  

Each morning is the first and last. 
That’s two. 

      3 

The slight passage to open air  
changes all. 
(I’ve lost the hunger for concrete things, 
for instance). 
There is no rain nor storm to pass, the war 
is suffered and won, only the rotation matters 
in our garden home, our dungeon, our workshop. 

Eachcircadian episode addicts.   
I am addicted to enough. 
Frantic for the absence.  Myopic, singed and declaiming. 

This god not even a bit tired on his throne.  Helios relentless. 
Untidy plans forestalled  in the obvious  
unerring arc  
 of progress 
  through our sky. 
Suffering arouses the god inside, 
announces terms of surrender 
with the simplest music  
under cover of day. 
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Martialed breath?  I admit it.  
Thy (thy) name only rests my lips. 
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Cailin Wile 

 Ars Poetica 

 It’s how the grape swells softer 

at different latitudes,  
the flesh sweeter, seeds  
crunching 
over teeth 
like language barriers— 

and how, a hundred, a thousand 
grapes later, 
you’ll find those foreign words  
at the bottom of your glass, 
smacking of rust. 
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        Waldemar Zimbelmann        The sky ELLENO             collage, oil, acrylic, colored pencil on 
velour paper, wood, reverse painting on glass                   95cm x 53cm                               2020 
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Lorelei Bacht 

 Défaitiste 

I am a sad trumpet, bordering on 
trombone, a tune for funerals: 

Buster Keaton is an art form. 

I tried to help. I pulled them out 
and replanted, a whole day in the sun - 
thin brittle yellow lines, indicating 

there is always a risk: the power 
line, the water pump, the septic 
tank - and yet, surprised 

when the weather happens to us; 

when the best shirt turned grey 
causes an argument. The little dog 

will find the irises, trample 
their delicate, their blue into the mud. 

Not why did it not work, but why 

bother. And as I push the screwdriver 
into this flimsy piece - I remember: 
the best way to avoid disappointment 

is to never. If informed in advance, 
if having read a more truthful pamphlet, 
who would? 

The rugged pulled, yesterday's 
make-up an old ice-cream sandwich, 
the highway missed - how does 

one reinvent them as splendid? 
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Adrienne Bénédicte Lémieux 

 A Game of Chess 

e4 e5 2.  
Nf3 d6 3. 
d4 Bg4 4. 
dxe5 Bxf3 5. 
Qxf3 dxe5 6.  
Bc4 Nf6 7. 
Qb3 Qe7 8. 
Nc3 c6 9. 
Bg5 b5 10. 
Nxb5 cxb5 11. 
Bxb5+ Nbd7 12. 
O-O-O Rd8 13. 
Rxd7 Rxd7 14. 
Rd1 Qe6 15. 
Bxd7+ Nxd7 16. 
Qb8+ Nxb8 17. 
Rd8#                             
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Jiahui Wu 

 Sat Awhile Lone 

These weights are not my will. Cranes and factories. Nests on top of chimneys. Less and  
less rooms. More and more cars. Under the masks there are no mouths. Mouths  
disappear, blend into the flesh. Noses bled like roses. Thorny nets. Spread before me. All  
eyes can see. The ways to rot are many. Save the last boat rowing. Pigeons are coming  
home. The dead look for graves. The living pay. Books write flowers. Clouds dance  
waltzes. This water is my will. Woodchips, turnips, parley and thyme. Night goes blind.  
Cat hangs in the tree. Birds ring the bells. Monks sound the alarm. Villages of wolves  
grow white with gentleness. Flood washes away tears. Beaten tracks of deer. Moon  
crossed and fell like logged trees. Bitten nails. Mushroom trail. Bread roll tumbles. Puff  
balls burst. Pain is in the lower abdomen. Mood and dawn. Cows and corns. Wheat beds  
and scarecrows. Butterfly above the concrete. Caterpillar eating at the green taped plastic.  
Shape of leaf, far from trees. Severed worm turned purpled-pale. I threw the fluff into a  
bush. A cockatoo flew left. A lorikeet flew right. Bald tree hosts many birds. Green  
grasses melted the frost. Yellow flowers of soursops. Rain drops. Mountains are far. Bed  
is near. The living dream. Only the living dream. Night at my window. Silent roads.  
Police patrol. Ocean feels the same motion again and again. Rocking. Talking. Knocking.  
Wave after wave. And now. Sleeping, all is well. 
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       Michael McGrath       Magic Transfer       pastel on paper       19.5in x 25.5in      2021  
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Jessica Mehta 

 FoundNations 

We were children 
sown as seeds,—no babies 
gone to ghost. You  

interred us not 
in unmarked graves, 
buried sins and shames 
ill-covered. Readily 

and rather, 

we took to root  
in cherished gardens. 

Unearth us,  
cap to cradle, these bones 
ne’er forgotten, tended  
tender now  
by unisi hands. We are not 

your foundations, stem  
walls and slabs for slaughter, — 
brick by brick, we  
are Nations found, called  
home to ever-blossom. 

1 
“We were children” was written in red paint on the doors of  
St. Paul's Co-Cathedral in Saskatoon on June 24, 2021 in response to the announcement from Cowessess First 
Nation that 751 unmarked graves were found near the former Marieval Residential School. 
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Carter Vance

Blood Loss 

I felt it flowing through windows, 
between walls, in salt air and sea spring 
whispers we could take to brick 
with us when fading starts, 
trips the box breaker. 

It struck me still as the 
silver cups, upturned and making 
noise replied tenfold down 
dreaming streets. 

I was the kind to go weary 
in heat, dizzy-blank from 
fear of fortune, 

But in this time I am not 
so rushed, three-sails and 
wounded, yet again. 
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 Burned Up Bundle 
 

It was spectacular, sleepwalk and briny, 
when I came out to wire shores for 
a light lick of morning’s air; 
felt something grow across from 
wavering smoke signs, pit fire 
leavings that criss-cross skies 
and leave a breathless swimming dark 
beneath. 

When I wane in grandeur, 
placed in bow-breaking time from 
our good days that left marks deep 
in skin damage, then I became 
more plastic, with rains drifting through. 

If I made the effigy stake, was 
well-thought and worthy, it wouldn’t 
have been so close to lifetime’s 
defeat; still, too cold for all 
that we were, just signals passing on 
scrap ice and plated mineral. 
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 Violet Costello      Art in America             acrylic on canvas       48in x 68in        2020 
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Cole Beaune 

 Multi-You ) I 
–– 

 missing vacant 
print the charts of 
place • a 
poetry of 
reducing   stone 

the materials 

where we walked 
there                 steady 

with selves repeated: 

the immediacy of the world–– we thought 

there’s poetry somewhere 
   as hands   charcoal prints   rockland 

impressions: likened 
––echo–– 
to dip one's head, if it were water   air 

   the rocks and the cape 

in blue of one’s coat 
in arms–– 

this netting we ease into/ 
   the cape and the water 

if we must see light 
   ––water-seam 

    as wind 
        material/ 
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 Drift-Wave (Praxis) 

every circle of light 
  isn’t 
& 
 reaches––      suggesting 
if, 
past 
    bends–– 
foot    step    able 
motion    process 

  ochre 

field    a mirror    unyet 
drift 
 mimic 
 soil 
sky  ––mutinies 
how do we measure 
 the longitude, 

the freighter 
  as wreckage,      plume  into 

glass: that wonder to hold, 

offshore–– 
  a condition 
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Spencer Davis 

 Eight nights of teething  

I am re-sounding in the tremulous eye  
of my son’s shackle 
grasp, the softest strongest hold. 
In moments between crash and 
crash of gyre cymbals, 
atonal brass, 
cacophony soprano in  
timpani of toothaches. 
Here, see, beneath lids 
as red-eyed Geminis: 
           Splash    smudge    
arpeggio 
           ringing 
 throughout      tan oak trees 
           cyan eddies 
sprung in lakes 
  rippling by     all is     flux 
     sciatic, measured 
        blooming breaths  
         of horse drawn fetters 
trip unrest and 
     berceuse  
 pull him through        cots of presidential blue 
  torture on a changing desk 
         inner arctic bending scenes 

  sombulate    crab the rail     and cry and 
cries  
and cried. 
Blink blink 
father sigh 
  “Look at me... it will be fine.”   
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     Nehemiah Cisneros          Give Them Their Flowers           ink on canvas        72in x 72in       2021 
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Sofía Aguilar

 las dos fridas / the two fridas 
  after frida kahlo’s painting, 1939 
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Patrick Williamson

–/—//— 

They arrive, with a tardy, em, dash 
to chisel en another and fashion 
fragments, bracket the spirit, rib 
clouds in ether and erect a backbone 
you know, a man’s soul lies naked, 
his words a mirror of his breast, 
they tighten nodes & whittle us  
in that image, creating nomer 
tentacled ogres out of their depths 
whatever passes within is shown 
undisguised you see systems  
in motives, staid heart, this 
truth sounded by the knowing 
to the ignorant no longer  

tolerated. 
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Maggie Bowyer

PMDD 

“There has never been 
Such a large chunk of debris 
Hurling towards the Earth before. 
Scientists say they can’t be sure 
Where the debris from 
The Chinese rocket will land.” 
The news droned on and on, 
And you thought it was only on 
For background noise 
When suddenly I exclaimed - 
“That’s it! That is what I feel like!” 
“Like what?” You sounded annoyed, 
But then again everything 
Sounds different when you’re 
Floating through the atmosphere. 
“Like I am a heap of garbage, 
Discarded and falling 
Through zero gravity and 
I might smash into anything 
Or anyone on my way down!” 
I had just gotten started, 
No time for slowing down. 
“Like... Like I thought I was 
Headed into the cosmos 
On a mission of my own, only 
I was just weighing you down 
On your way out of town. 
Like I was supposed to think 
This through a little farther 
And probably a little earlier. 
Like I miscalculated my mass, 
Made a massive error judgement, 
Forgot a self destruct button 
And just hoped for the best, 
Or at least an ocean landing. 
Like I should be out of breath 
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Since there’s no oxygen in space 
And I have been anxiously ranting 
Until I am blue in the face.” 
I paused only to gasp for air, 
And suddenly your lips were there. 
You made the Earth stop spinning 
So that I could have a safe landing. 
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             Cary Hulbert       Dimensions       color pencil, gouache and silkscreen    20in x 16in    2021 
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Jericho Hockett

Walking Sacrament 

Pressure will soften you     like a whole      
new wax     as your soles press back  
into mycelial     membrane of night       
flesh my beloveds     leap you will fall  
at the feet      of a desert  
bifurcate     your manna tongues scatter       
in crystalline     firmament eat  
open mouth     loaves of 
 space      
sound upon     ground water 
my beloved filaments     widen       
through timeless pleasure     multiplied   
as song     in mouth sublimed  
this breath     made day bound rushing   
into your bellies     conceive a new love 
below hoarfrost     dew born on grain      
where blood grows     snake-deep night       
will gather shatter     bread called waves       
to delight      divine substance will hover      
patient waiting over     flesh we are both   
formless     gloaming 
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She chooses (The Wayfarer tarot, traditionally the Lovers) 

for K, upon considering leaving her husband, & for others who create paths in & out of  
control 

her weft in shades to harmonize a warp  
bent by her lover’s love which bursts 
as he finds her colorful auroras 

inconvenient uncontrolled constricting 
her thread with his hydrogen winds 
she chooses to accept to consider gradations 

to offer her time weight & tension the point  
being wholeness she chooses her threads  
which planet to curve fast & value space  

she unravels herself in shape of cloud of a gamble 
around a body of thunderbolt she chooses  
what can be woven on a loom raging  

what image is possible  
with such dangerous string   
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Ariel Norris               Taxonomy of Epithumias               oil on panel             18in x 20in             2021
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Coen van der Wolf

Quarrel 

I 

Privilege, pariah among the paupers 
Bog-standard Boche, besotted with B-sides 

I do not know what I may appear to the world, 
having only appeared to myself 
in ways not earned: in reflections, 
in musea, harpings and musings 
of a spy who came from spies 
and yet was no subaltern 

The Via Appia catacombs: 
cracked dust. 
The Paris ones: like being in a pyramid 

The qualified fluency 
Of quoting your younger self 
In the throes of reparations 

II 

All kinds of reproaches 
(If you were to screen Amistad, Twelve Years a Slave 
before a mixed audience, 
who's to say all the black viewers would be on the victims' side?) 
Peddling cod psychology 

My father, bedraggled, the humdrum hideout of his father's traitors, 
living it up as also-rans 
in a Germany revamped as the repenting nation 

(The other half smarting from memories of Dresden, Soviet-started) 

My tenth birthday: reading about the LA riots 
(how does a death toll rise that fast?) 
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at breakfast in Euro Disney, 
a snapshot of 50s America to rival any presidential pitch 

III 

There's no greater happiness 
than to be alive with anachronism. 
It's endless and, as such, 
stacks up well against reaction. 

If all poets are tenured faculty, 
shining a light on slippage 
and all the drowsy syrups of the world, 
readers must be passengers, 
will-o'-the-wisps bearing wreaths. 

Somebody will come and have the good sense 
to think of us as heirs. 
Our winning margin of being heard 
will widen into being made. 
Somebody will come and stock 
his settling of scores 
with idols, with souvenirs: 
the majesty of Chinese horse; 
the impiety of a man likening his sex, 
tried and tested thirteen times, 
to a muezzin facing inclement weather, undecided; 
the cheek of congeries; 
somebody that saw the Milky Way 
lodged in Africa 
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Zara Maher

saccharine 

Painting self-respect 
and anabolic chocolate 
cheesecake as a mural on 
my living room walls, the sky 
is a stark periwinkle, the fan purrs, 
and I’m slamming my laptop into the 
kitchen floor, trying to decide what's more 
banal: I, ex-pro-sadgirl, tonguing the prosecco  
flute, taking chomps of saltwater taffy time when  
there was far too much of it and not enough of me,  
or how my brain stopped fizzling and how quiet the  
drainage waters waved after I quit men who drink too much,  
from crawling back to him and into the damp crawlspace of his  
shattered porcelain aorta, marrying a joint and its lighter, setting the  
whole man aflame so I could crash and burn inside of him before leapfrogging  
through the looking glass, unafraid of glancing into my own kaleidoscope eyes before  
stopping dropping rolling to the end of that fated night that didn’t destroy me, all the way  
to me trying to understand why we romanticize the 20-something laid up with the dandelions, 
calling her dear because she's doe-eyed in the strobe lights with desiccated blood in her nose  
and cotton in her teeth, papillae scorched of scalded espresso beans and menthol Pall Malls, 
when there's nothing more romantic than being alive, swirly twirly rounded hips and rosy  
posy pink lips in sonorous halls, colossus speakers on silent, never waiting for the beat  
to drop because we’re eternally peaking, at last skipping past ~ The Poor Man's 
Psychosis ~ because the insomnia medication works now and I don't love him 
when I'm not delirious, straddling self-destruction into the sunrise and 
cheersing to yet another lousy night wasted, smoke in my curls and 
smoke in the upturn of the corner of my smile, til I'm nothing but 
slinky grins and kissing murder prayers into his ears before  
snapping metallic flower stems in half, renting the violin  
violetting and face-up downward dogging all the way  
back to midnight, precarious in between the days  
and nights that I don't pretend we can tell apart, 
balancing on one pinky toe crunching on 
dopamine jawbreakers and dandelion 
petals, dry-swallowing azure ashes, 
he knows that I don’t love him 
when I'm alive 
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Mark Burr

Revelation 

I found horror in a fistful of pale ash, 
dreams mangled along nine rows of crooked teeth 
where seven devils danced to empty howls 
between hollows of orange trees. 

Their eyes—milky and glass, 

speaking without tongues: 
why is the night the color of rust? 

A finch, a lark, and one grey fox linger 
beneath the singed earth 
the brined dirt 
feasting memory as meat 
drinking in memorial 
of   how the meek will inherit 
all we walk upon 
   —all this dust. 

The mind unveils, 
transmutes silver into amalgam 
vision glows faintly in crosses and circles, 
 —bound in bone, in membrane. 
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Luke Hannam         Heavenly Bodies           acrylic on stitched canvas           271cm x 365cm          2020 
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